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The enemy is trying their best to convince people that somehow, the fight against
the jews is detrimental for them, and that somehow the jews are running.

We have scored very important victories that should motivate all of us. We are
opening the gates every day for something greater to come. However, our work
has only just begun.

Until every country and every household is free from jewish poison, until the jews
are left powerless to go for a Samson Solution, until generations are recovered
and order is restored, this war is far from "over". Europe is still being sunk full
systems go.

What will manifest in the future is a clump between our influence and the enemy
influence-intermediate structures. We have scored a hallmark and a checkpoint
when christianity is dead and we have the real orders up in power.

Ones who nobody will doubt as to their content and will not be half jewish and
dubious, prey on the make believe and need to see a miracle. This is what will
show that jewish influence has been sinking. They will make it actively sink,
without any "tolerance".

The Leaders of such will not have jewish daughters, boyfriends, or devout xian
kike wives. They will be far clearer. They will not be jewcy celebrities. They will
be commoners. Not system skanks.

We also have our people in the enemy system. Which will facilitate the
destruction of such a system. They are in it because they know it. And they
morally disagree with it. And because it has limited them and if it knew about
them, it would show its true colors.

Many people forget that this war has lasted thousands of years. Do not be like
the blind, too very easily impressed, but neither blind, impressed by nothing.
Maintain a realistic approach.

Do not have your morale depend on the show. Depend your morale in damaging
the enemy spiritually and intellectually every day. This is what will grow your
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confidence and morale. And this is what makes the elite SS contrast to the
simpletons out there who take everything as it’s shown.

Much of what the enemy is doing is just guiding the energies that would
otherwise destroy them, in things that do not outright destroy them. For example,
they are using the two steps back method such as with Trump, while trying to
recover. Their trip destination is and will always be the same. It has been so for
thousands of years. Setbacks for the enemy are not ultimate victory. They are
just victory.

Pay also attention to how the jews themselves always pretend to be defeated in
many cases, and they are doing reverse psychology to get us to relax. They may
also stab themselves to prove they are harmed, but NOT on a fatal or decisive
spot. They are the masters of "being persecuted".

We know more than anyone the enemy and for that reason we are in league and
working closely with the Arch Enemy of the jews on the highest level.

For that reason respect this, fight hard, and let us be proud. But above all, honor
this by keeping on the fight. We will fight for as long as it takes.

Until the Real and Final Victory,

HAIL SATAN!!

HAIL VICTORY!!
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